Student Checklist and Reflections Handout

Prediction Chart Checklist
☐ Predictions complete for the story “The Pit and the Pendulum.”
☐ Predictions complete for the film The Pit and the Pendulum.

Story and Film Log Checklist
☐ Story and Film Log is complete.
☐ I summarized the main points of the storyline for both the original story and the film.
☐ All thoughts and reactions I noted specifically refer to the appropriate work.

Persuasion Map Checklist
☐ Persuasion Map is complete.
☐ Goal or Thesis is clear and well presented.
☐ The three Main Reasons are unique and can be supported.
☐ Each entry in the Facts or Examples section clearly relates to its corresponding Main Reason and contains accurate information.

☐ I did my best work on the Prediction Chart, Story and Film Log, and Persuasion Map.

Reflections
The most interesting piece of information I used in my essay was:

What I liked about using the Persuasion Map to organize my thoughts:

What I might do differently the next time I use the Persuasion Map to organize my thoughts: